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UPDATE FROM REVENUE SCOTLAND TO THE PUBLIC AUDIT COMMITTEE, 
DATED 30 APRIL 2015 
 
RE: IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DEVOLVED TAXES – JOINT UPDATE FROM 
REVENUE SCOTLAND, REGISTERS OF SCOTLAND AND SCOTTISH 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 

Further to the report I provided to the Committees on 27 February and my letter dated 
17 April, I am pleased to provide the Committees with details of Revenue Scotland’s 
finalised Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) and plans for publishing data. I attach at 
Annex A information about our KPIs which have been set out in line with Adam 
Smith’s four principles of taxation. Further information about the statistics Revenue 
Scotland intends to publish is included in Annex B.  

Revenue Scotland is committed to publishing quarterly updates to our KPIs (where 
applicable) by the end of the month following a quarter end. Annual KPI updates will 
be published as part of our Annual Report in July of the following year. Monthly LBTT 
statistics will be published on or around the 20th day of the following month. Quarterly 
SLfT statistics will be published 3 months following the end of the quarter (to 
accommodate the 44 day payment deadline).  Annual revenue statistics will be 
published in July of the following year. Revenue Scotland will be making our 
publication schedule available to the public shortly. 

I also attach copies of the Memoranda of Understanding with Registers of Scotland 
(RoS) at Annex C and the Scottish Environment Protection Agency (SEPA) at Annex 
D. These outline the way the relationship between Revenue Scotland and RoS or 
SEPA will be managed on a day-to-day basis and set out the approach to carrying 
out the delegated functions formally laid out in the Schedules of Delegation. 

I hope that this update is useful to the Committees and I would be happy to answer 
any further questions.  
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 

 
 

ELEANOR EMBERSON 
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ANNEX A REVENUE SCOTLAND DATA PUBLICATION PLANS: KEY 
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 
 

REVENUE SCOTLAND PURPOSE  
To collect the devolved taxes which fund public services for the benefit of all Scottish 

citizens  
by delivering excellent tax administration founded on Adam Smith’s four principles of equity, 

certainty, convenience and efficiency, built on a modern digital platform, with all involved 
working together in good faith to ensure that the right amount of tax is paid at the right time. 

Adam Smith Principles 
Equity: "Proportionate 

to the taxpayer’s 
ability to pay: The 

subjects of every state 
ought to contribute 

towards the support of 
the government, as 

nearly as possible, in 
proportion to their 

respective abilities" 

“Certain: The tax 
which each individual 
is bound to pay ought 
to be certain, and not 
arbitrary. The time of 
payment, the manner 

of payment, the 
quantity to be paid, 
ought all to be clear 

and plain to the 
contributor, and to 

every other person.” 

"Convenient: Every 
tax ought to be levied 
at the time, or in the 
manner, in which it is 

most likely to be 
convenient for the 

contributor to pay…" 

"Efficient: Every tax 
ought to be so 

contrived as both to 
take out and to keep 
out of the pockets of 
the people as little as 

possible, over and 
above what it brings 

into the public 
treasury of the 

state…" 

KEY ACTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

Direct Compliance 
yield (A) 

Proportion of all tax 
returns that receive no 

Revenue Scotland 
intervention (A) 

 

Mean, median and 
maximum waiting time 

for all calls made to 
the support desk (Q) 

Target: TBA after 
quarter 1 

Total running costs as 
a percentage of 

money transferred to 
the Scottish 

Consolidated Fund + 
Scottish Landfill 

Communities Fund 
(A) 

 

Positive stakeholder 
feedback on Revenue 
Scotland's taxpayers 

guidance (A) 

Proportion of taxpayer 
correspondence 

received by secure 
message, email and 
post responded to 
within 10 and 25 
working days (Q) 
Target: TBA after 

quarter 1 

 

Strategic Objectives 
Collect the right 

amount of tax from 
the full taxpayer base 

for each of the 
devolved taxes, using 
online technology to 

best effect. 

Ensure compliance in 
payment of the correct 
amount of tax at the 
right time, resolving 

disputes as cost-
effectively as possible 

Build an effective, 
efficient tax authority 
with a reputation for 
high-quality public 

service to taxpayers 
and the people of 

Scotland 

Attract, develop and 
retain a 

knowledgeable and 
skilled workforce who 

are engaged and 
motivated to deliver 

the functions of  
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Revenue Scotland to 
the highest standards 

of professionalism 
and integrity. 

KEY ACTIVITY AND PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

Proportion of all due 
payments received a) 

on-time (Q)  
b)within 3 months (A)  

c) within 1 year (A) 

Mean , median and 
maximum days 

between enquiries 
being opened and 

closed (A) 

Positive stakeholder 
feedback on Revenue 
Scotland's compliance 

with the Charter of 
Standards and Values 

(A) 

Employee 
engagement index (A) 

Target: to be in the 
top 25% of all civil 

service organisations 

Proportion of all tax 
returns filed online (Q) 

Target: 90% 

Value of tax liabilities 
identified as a 

consequence of 
corrections, 

amendments, 
assessments, 

determinations and 
enquiries (A) 

Number of data 
security breaches (Q) 

Target: 0 

Sick absence rate (A) 
Target: less than 7 

average working days 
lost 

 

Number of disputes 
and time to resolution 

method (A) 
Target: TBA after year 

1 

Number of complaints 
(Q)  
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RATIONALE, DEFINITIONS AND PRESENTATION NOTES  
 
All indicators will relate to the year 1 April to 31 March inclusive.   
Taxpayers should be read throughout as ‘taxpayers their agents or representatives’. 
Revenue Scotland should be understood to include SEPA and RoS in exercising 
their delegated functions throughout unless otherwise specified.  
 
Direct compliance yield 

= 
(The value of all interest payments receipted  
+ The value of all charges receipted following determinations 
+ The value of all charges receipted following assessments - the original self-
assessed liability 
+ The value of all charges receipted following adjustments - the original self-
assessed liability  
+ all penalties receipted  
+ all receipts from the Sheriff Court or Court of Session 
+ the value of all requests for repayments declined  
+ the value of liabilities reported following a Revenue Scotland opinion where 
it is greater than the value originally suggested by the taxpayer)   
- any subsequent repayments made following review or appeal. 
 

This figure captures direct compliance yield only and does not include estimates of 
deterrent and preventative effects. It is therefore not comparable to HMRC 
compliance yield. The most recent years figures will be presented as provisional and 
revised the following year. This is necessary because some disputes regarding tax 
liabilities could take several months to resolve. 
 
Direct compliance yield, as defined above, will measure all money that is received by 
Revenue Scotland following all assessments and determinations, including those 
that are made using the General Anti-Avoidance Rule, and those that result from 
direct compliance activity delivered by SEPA in the execution of their delegated 
functions.     
 
Direct compliance yield will provide an indication of the extent to which the right 
amount of tax has been collected from the full taxpayer base over the course of the 
year, but is not a direct measure of that. In future years Revenue Scotland may 
develop estimates of the Tax Gap (the gap between tax collected and that which is 
estimated to be due). Tax Gap estimates require several years of data to calculate 
so are not within the terms of the 2015-18 Corporate Plan.  
 
Proportion of all tax returns that receive no Revenue Scotland intervention  
= The number of all self-assessed tax returns that are not corrected so as to effect 
liability, amended, subject to enquiry or assessment. 
 
This indicator will be presented as a percentage and the numerator and denominator 
both shown. The most recent years figures will be presented as provisional and 
revised the following year. This is necessary because some corrections may not be 
made for several months following the original tax return.  
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A high proportion of tax returns being accepted as right first time will indicate that 
taxpayers are clear about the amount of tax they ought to pay. In the terms of the 
definition taxpayers may not then make the payment on time, and that element is 
captured by a different KPI (the Proportion of all due payments received on-time).  
 
Mean, median and maximum waiting time for all calls to the support desk 
= the mean, median and maximum minutes that callers to the Revenue Scotland 
support desk wait before the call being answered, or abandoning the call.   
 
The information will be presented as a composite and for calls answered and 
abandoned, as well as calls separately for calls answered and abandoned. 
 
Where a call is abandoned it may be for many reasons including, but not limited to, 
the caller becoming frustrated at the length of the wait, the caller realising they called 
the wrong number, or having to attend to something else.  The number of calls 
answered will also include those that are wrong numbers. Nevertheless the number 
of calls abandoned and the length of time callers were kept waiting before they 
abandoned their call or their call was answered provides an indication of the quality 
of service delivered by Revenue Scotland.  
 
Total running costs as a percentage of money transferred to the Scottish 
Consolidated Fund + Scottish Landfill Communities Fund. 
= The total running costs (as will be reported in the Financial Report) for all aspects 
of Revenue Scotland functioning as a percentage of the total money transferred into 
the Scottish Consolidated Fund + the Landfill Communities Fund (the latter as 
reported by SEPA) and not clawed back. 
 
This will be presented as a percentage and the numerator and both components of 
the denominator shown and is intended to provide an overall indication of the extent 
to which the Revenue Scotland is efficient in delivering tax receipts to the state.   
 
Positive stakeholder feedback on Revenue Scotland's taxpayers guidance 
A methodology will be developed to capture this information in due course. The 
intention is to provide an indication as to how well Revenue Scotland is considered 
by its stakeholders to be helping taxpayers understand how and when they ought to 
pay tax. 
 
Proportion of all taxpayer correspondence received by secure message,  email 
and post and responded to within 10 and 25 working days.  
=  
(number of messages received via the SETS Secure Messaging functionality + 
number of messages received via the LBTT@RevenueScotland, 
SLFT@RevenueScotland addresses + number of letters received, which were 
categorised as being taxpayer queries or complaints and to which a substantive 
response was issued within 10 or 25 working days of the correspondence being 
received)  
/  
number of messages received via the SETS Secure Messaging functionality + 
number of messages received via the LBTT@RevenueScotland, 
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SLFT@RevenueScotland addresses + number of letters received, which were 
categorised as being taxpayer queries or complaints.)  
 
A substantive response is any response that seeks to resolve the query or issue at 
hand, and excludes holding replies or automatic acknowledgements.  The definition 
seeks to exclude correspondence from stakeholder organisations (e.g. HMRC, 
Scottish Government) as opposed to taxpayers, their agents or representatives.  
 
This information will be presented as a composite and for each correspondence 
method separately. In addition, the mean, median and maximum days from receipt to 
response to taxpayer emails, secure portal messages, and white mail will be 
presented.  
This measure is an indication of the convenience of Revenue Scotland’s services to 
taxpayers, who are expected to consider long delays in response to queries 
inconvenient to helping them pay the correct amount in a timely manner.  
 
Proportion of all payments due receipted a) on-time b) within 3 months due 
date c) within 1 year of due date. 
= number all payments of tax liability receipted a) within the terms of Arrangements 
Satisfactory b) within 3 calendar months of the last day of Arrangements Satisfactory 
c) within 1 calendar year of Arrangements Satisfactory 
/ 
total number of tax liability payments due.  
 
The most recent years figures for b) will be presented as provisional and revised the 
following year and c) will be presented for the last-but-one year, and hence not 
reported in the first year.  
This indicator will provide information about how well Revenue Scotland’s systems 
are performing in terms of supporting taxpayers pay their tax on time, and it excludes 
payments of penalties and interest.  
 
Mean, median and maximum days between enquiries being opened and closed 
= mean, median and maximum of the number of days from dates enquiry notices 
were issued to the date the enquiry closure notices were issued.  
All enquiries closed within the financial year (regardless of when they were opened) 
will be included, with the number of enquiries open as at 31 March provided for 
context.  
 
Positive stakeholder feedback on Revenue Scotland's compliance with the 
Charter of Standards and Values 
A methodology will be developed to capture this information in due course. The 
intention is to provide an indication as to how well Revenue Scotland is considered 
by its stakeholders to be meeting the standards and values of behaviour committed 
to in the Charter. 
 
 
 
Employee engagement index 
The employee engagement index is calculated on the basis of responses to the civil 
service wide People Survey which Revenue Scotland will take part in. The top 
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scoring 25% of organisations are considered to be “high performers” by the Cabinet 
Office (who run the People Survey) and the target to be in the top 25 of 
organisations is based on that.  
 
Proportion of all tax returns filed online 
= number of all tax returns entered by taxpayer  
/ number of all tax returns entered by taxpayer + number received as hardcopy and 
entered into SETS by Revenue Scotland or RoS.  
 
This indicator will be presented as a percentage and the numerator and denominator 
both shown. The figure will provide an indication of how well Revenue Scotland is 
using online technology, with a high figure indicating that the online system is more 
convenient than use of paper forms.   
 
Value of tax liabilities identified by Revenue Scotland as a consequence of 
Revenue Scotland corrections, amendments, assessments, adjustments and 
determinations 
= The value of all tax liabilities charged following Revenue Scotland corrections, 
amendments, assessments, determinations and adjustments  - minus the original 
self-assessed liability where there was one. Where the charge is made within the 
financial year.  
 
This indicator, which differs to compliance yield as it measures charges made rather 
than payments received and does not include interest and penalty charges, provides 
a measure of the extent to which Revenue Scotland is delivering its duty to identify 
the right amount of tax that taxpayers should be paying. The number of changes that 
result in an increase in liability, and the number that resulted in a decrease, will also 
be presented for context. 
 
Number of data security breaches 
= Number of data security breaches (unintentional release of confidential or personal 
information to unauthorised persons, through either accidental or deliberate 
disclosure, loss or theft of the information – as per the Security Breach and Incident 
Management Policy) identified within the Financial Year.  
This definition is in line with Revenue Scotland’s Security Breach and Incident 
Management Policy and the indicator will show the extent to which Revenue 
Scotland provides high quality public service in terms of protection of tax-payer data. 
 
Sick absence rate 
= Average Working Days Lost per Full Time Equivalent staff, for a 12 month rolling 
period.   
 
This indicator is intended as a proxy measure of staff morale and satisfaction.  It will 
include staff in both core Revenue Scotland and in the SEPA tax team. It will exclude 
staff in Registers of Scotland who work on processing LBTT returns because there is 
a pool of staff within RoS who are called upon to deliver that role depending on the 
number of paper forms delivered to RoS by taxpayers, it is therefore very complex to 
include RoS staff in this indicator.   
The Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development’s 2014 sickness absence 
report shows that the Average Working Days Lost in the public services is 7.9 and 
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7.4 in non-profit organisations. A target of less than 7 is therefore ambitious but 
achievable. 
 
Number of disputes and time to resolution 
= Number of taxpayers who requested a review and/or appealed to the tribunal 
and/or requested mediation.   
Disputes are counted at the point they are resolved and are counted only once 
regardless of the number of dispute resolution methods used.  
Time to resolution is the calendar days from the date taxpayer requested a review / 
appealed to the tribunal / requested mediation (whichever came first) to the date 
when Revenue Scotland gives notice of the conclusion of the review (and the 
taxpayer does not appeal or request mediation) or Revenue Scotland gives notice of 
the settlement agreement (and the taxpayer does not appeal) or the tribunal 
concludes the matter in question (and the taxpayer does not appeal) or the Court of 
Session concludes the matter in question.   
 
Count is per taxpayer not per agent/representative and not per case, to avoid double 
counting. The most recent years figures will be presented as provisional and revised 
the following year. This is necessary as there may be occasion on which an issue 
that we considered resolved is appealed by the taxpayer.  
 
Number of complaints 
Number of complaints received verbally or in writing from taxpayer. As per our 
Complaints Policy, complaints can only be about service and are distinct from tax 
disputes – complaints about liabilities (which are therefore tax disputes, for which a 
distinct resolution process exists) or that should have been directed at a different 
organisation will not be counted. 
Numbers of complaints will be reported quarterly and in our Annual Report we will 
provide information about how we have used complaints to improve our services and 
how many, if any, complaints are escalated by the complainant to Scottish Public 
Service Ombudsman.  
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ANNEX B REVENUE SCOTLAND DATA PUBLICATION PLANS: STATISTICS 
 
 
Land and Buildings Transaction Tax (LBTT) monthly statistics 
 Total count of all LBTT returns received where Received Date is first to last day 

of month 
 Total sum of all  self-assessed Amount Tax Due where Received Date is first to 

last day of month 
 Total money received relating to all LBTT returns made within the previous month 

received by 5th working day of following month 
All of the above presented by:  

o Residential  
o Commercial  

   
Scottish Landfill Tax (SLfT) quarterly statistics 
 Total count of all SLfT returns received where accounting period is relevant 

quarter 
 Sum of all self-reported  Amount Tax Due for given accounting period  
 Total money received relating to all SLfT returns for the given accounting period 

received by deadline (44 days of quarter end)  
 Total sum of all Standard Rate Waste Tonnage for every site for every Landfill 

Operator (LFO) reported for given accounting period  
 Total sum of all Lower Rate Waste Tonnage for every site for every LFO reported 

for given accounting period  
 Total sum of all Exempt Waste Tonnage for every site for every LFO reported for 

given accounting period  
 Total sum of all Community Fund contributions reported for given accounting 

period  
 
Devolved tax annual statistics 
 Total number of LBTT transactions notified 
 Total number of LBTT transactions liable 
 Total LBTT liabilities reported 
 LBTT Relief claimed and count for each relief  
 Money received by June of following year relating to all LBTT liabilities reported 

in previous financial year 
All of the above presented by:  

o Residential ; Commercial ;  Conveyance, transfers, options & rights of pre-
emption;  Leases 

o Local Authority of property 
 

 Total waste tonnage for the year by Local Authority area of waste origin (per 
waste tax band) 
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